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Optimize Your Logistics Operation
Drive efficiency and profits with industry leading solutions

Whether you transport luxury cars, a life-saving vaccine, or anything in between, seamless delivery
requires well-crafted logistics. How do you achieve highly coordinated transport while still meeting
quarterly financial goals? By optimizing workflows with customizable, end-to-end solutions designed to
level up logistics throughout your operation. Only Barcodes, Inc. gives your plant the tools it needs to
receive with ease, ship with confidence, and deliver in even the toughest environments.

Level up logistics
• Improve your receiving and put away operations
• Leverage real-time visibility of in-transit and in-yard freight
• Enhance shipment verification using RFID

• Maximize load plans on your delivery trucks
• Optimize routes from dock to delivery with ease
• Gain universal mobile device management and support

Elevate your enterprise with technology that doesn’t just drive flawless transportation but helps simplify it.
Only Barcodes, Inc. partners with tech’s biggest brands to help you optimize resource utilization and boost operational
efficiencies with solutions that minimize waste, maximize agility, and bring out the best in augmented workers.

Drive flawless transportation
Transform your enterprise with best-in-class technology
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Picking
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Yard Management
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Shipment Verification
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Load Planning
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Route Optimization
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Electronic Logging
Device Solution
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Proof of Delivery /
Route Accounting

Technology
■ Mobile Computers/Tablets
■ Printers
■ RFID
■ Payment Devices
■ Wearable/Voice Tech

■ Forklift-Mounted Computers
■ Dimensioning Scales
■ 3D Technology
■ Robotics
■ Head-Mounted Display
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BarcodesInc.com
Barcodes: A Fully Managed Turnkey Solution
Achieve seamless delivery through exceptional logistics

Experience Barcodes EDGE
• Expedite the put away process—keep an eye on asset levels
and their locations in real time with reliable mobile computers
• Receive with ease—ensure inventory accuracy with versatile
mobile computers
• Avoid mis-shipments—save time and money on freight
with RFID readers that verify items as they’re loaded at the
dock door
• Optimize every resource—gain real-time insights – leverage
yard management real-time visibility of in-transit and in-yard
freight to give you unmatched flexibility and insights

• Keep an eye on assets—trace from production to disposition –
utilize RFID to trace goods after they leave the facility down to their
specific lot numbers to prevent mass recalls
• Economize space—leverage user-friendly software to ensure
pallets are packed to maximize space and save money on
transportation
• Dictate driver routes—oversee driver routes – save time and
fuel, while enhancing safety through route optimization and
compliance with ELD mandates through the use of mobile
computers and tablets

Design. Deploy. Support.

FX9600

As a global provider, Barcodes, Inc. grants you instant access to a network
of professionals that support you from project start to finish and every stop
in between. Tailor-made for on-time, on-budget, large-scale deployments,
our end-to-end services and solutions are reliable, integrable, and
completely customizable.

Solution Design/Implementation
Implement comprehensive project management, mobile
technology support and onsite setup, installation, and
replacement of technology

Device Support & Management
Leverage secure and detailed staging, kitting and carrier activation,
device management services, plus Overnight Spare Pool, Repair and
Manufacturer RMA services to keep critical business running nonstop

Software Solutions
Utilize onsite consulting and integration support, including
custom software development, to ensure best practices are
implemented at all times

Maintain maximum visibility in
rugged environments
Track items that go in, out, and through your warehouse
daily with the FX9600. Leverage industry-leading
read rates, exceptional read accuracy, and superior
RF sensitivity to automate nearly every aspect of
inventory management.

End-User Services to Augment Staff
Ensure end-users remain up-to-speed with
training solutions and 24x7 Help Desk support
for hardware and software

Asset Management

Wireless Networking

Access our industry-leading online portal to easily
view, report and even purchase the right equipment
for your business

Securely run all devices on one, unified
network—enjoy Wi-Fi site survey, installation
and, maintenance services

Reach unrivaled logistics management
From dock to delivery, aligning with Barcodes, Inc. produces a chain reaction of efficiencies that enhance logistics through time and
money saving tech. Use our fully managed turnkey solutions to improve inventory and device management, take the guesswork out of
reverse logistics, and infuse accuracy, profitability, and productivity into every shift.

Leverage our team’s expertise—
request your free consultation today.
Phone : 833.413.0221
Emai l : learnmore@ barcodesinc.com
www.BarcodesInc.com

